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Only a few books stand as landmarks in social and scientific upheaval. Norbert Wiener's classic is one in that
small company. Founder of the science of cybernetics—the study of the relationship between computers and the
human nervous system—Wiener was widely misunderstood as one who advocated the automation of human life.
As this book reveals, his vision was much more complex and interesting. He hoped that machines would release
people from relentless and repetitive drudgery in order to achieve more creative pursuits. At the same time he
realized the danger of dehumanizing and displacement. His book examines the implications of cybernetics for
education, law, language, science, technology, as he anticipates the enormous impact—in effect, a third industrial
revolution—that the computer has had on our lives.
DIV This landmark book looks at what it means to be a multiracial couple in the United States today. According
to Our Hearts begins with a look back at a 1925 case in which a two-month marriage ends with a man suing his
wife for misrepresentation of her race, and shows how our society has yet to come to terms with interracial
marriage. Angela Onwuachi-Willig examines the issue by drawing from a variety of sources, including her own
experiences. She argues that housing law, family law, and employment law fail, in important ways, to protect
multiracial couples. In a society in which marriage is used to give, withhold, and take away status—in the
workplace and elsewhere—she says interracial couples are at a disadvantage, which is only exacerbated by
current law. /div
Examines the nature of happiness, discussing how it has been treated in philosophy and religion and by the
modern disciplines of psychology, economics, and neurocience, and considers the place of individual happiness
within the context of modern life.
The human brain has some capabilities that the brains of other animals lack. It is to these distinctive capabilities
that our species owes its dominant position. Other animals have stronger muscles or sharper claws, but we have
cleverer brains. If machine brains one day come to surpass human brains in general intelligence, then this new
superintelligence could become very powerful. As the fate of the gorillas now depends more on us humans than
on the gorillas themselves, so the fate of our species then would come to depend on the actions of the machine
superintelligence. But we have one advantage: we get to make the first move. Will it be possible to construct a
seed AI or otherwise to engineer initial conditions so as to make an intelligence explosion survivable? How could
one achieve a controlled detonation? To get closer to an answer to this question, we must make our way through
a fascinating landscape of topics and considerations. Read the book and learn about oracles, genies, singletons;
about boxing methods, tripwires, and mind crime; about humanity's cosmic endowment and differential
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technological development; indirect normativity, instrumental convergence, whole brain emulation and
technology couplings; Malthusian economics and dystopian evolution; artificial intelligence, and biological
cognitive enhancement, and collective intelligence.
Our Wild Calling
Do Guns Make Us Free?
Evil Robots, Killer Computers, and Other Myths
Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines
When Humans Transcend Biology
The AI Advantage
How New Technology Is Transforming Business and Shaping Our Future

How can you design technology that becomes a part of a user’s life and not a distraction from it? This practical book
explores the concept of calm technology, a method for smoothly capturing a user’s attention only when necessary, while
calmly remaining in the background most of the time. You’ll learn how to design products that work well, launch well, are
easy to support, easy to use, and remain unobtrusive. Author Amber Case presents ideas first introduced by researchers
at Xerox PARC in 1995, and explains how they apply to our current technology landscape, especially the Internet of
Things. This book is ideal for UX and product designers, managers, creative directors, and developers. You’ll learn: The
importance and challenge of designing technology that respects our attention Principles of calm design—peripheral
attention, context, and ambient awareness Calm communication patterns—improving attention through a variety of
senses Exercises for improving existing products through calm technology Principles and patterns of calm technology for
companies and teams The origins of calm technology at Xerox PARC
A provocative attempt to think about what was previously considered unthinkable: a serious philosophical case for the
rights of robots. We are in the midst of a robot invasion, as devices of different configurations and capabilities slowly but
surely come to take up increasingly important positions in everyday social reality—self-driving vehicles, recommendation
algorithms, machine learning decision making systems, and social robots of various forms and functions. Although
considerable attention has already been devoted to the subject of robots and responsibility, the question concerning the
social status of these artifacts has been largely overlooked. In this book, David Gunkel offers a provocative attempt to
think about what has been previously regarded as unthinkable: whether and to what extent robots and other
technological artifacts of our own making can and should have any claim to moral and legal standing. In his analysis,
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Gunkel invokes the philosophical distinction (developed by David Hume) between “is” and “ought” in order to evaluate
and analyze the different arguments regarding the question of robot rights. In the course of his examination, Gunkel finds
that none of the existing positions or proposals hold up under scrutiny. In response to this, he then offers an innovative
alternative proposal that effectively flips the script on the is/ought problem by introducing another, altogether different way
to conceptualize the social situation of robots and the opportunities and challenges they present to existing moral and
legal systems.
From the Publishers Weekly review: "Two experts from Yale tackle the business wake-up-call du jour-environmental
responsibility-from every angle in this thorough, earnest guidebook: pragmatically, passionately, financially and
historically. Though "no company the authors know of is on a truly long-term sustainable course," Esty and Winston label
the forward-thinking, green-friendly (or at least green-acquainted) companies WaveMakers and set out to assess
honestly their path toward environmental responsibility, and its impact on a company's bottom line, customers, suppliers
and reputation. Following the evolution of business attitudes toward environmental concerns, Esty and Winston offer a
series of fascinating plays by corporations such as Wal-Mart, GE and Chiquita (Banana), the bad guys who made good,
and the good guys-watchdogs and industry associations, mostly-working behind the scenes. A vast number of topics
huddle beneath the umbrella of threats to the earth, and many get a thorough analysis here: from global warming to
electronic waste "take-back" legislation to subsidizing sustainable seafood. For the responsible business leader, this
volume provides plenty of (organic) food for thought. "
Argues that treating people and artificial intelligence differently under the law results in unexpected and harmful
outcomes for social welfare.
Novacene
Power, Politics, and the Planetary Costs of Artificial Intelligence
Theory and Practice for Next-Generation Spatial Computing
Humans Are Underrated
Artificial Intelligence
Calm Technology
The Future of Jobs in the Age of Automation
Technology and the Threat of a Jobless Future
The originator of the Gaia theory offers the vision of a future epoch in which humans and artificial intelligence together
will help the Earth survive. James Lovelock, creator of the Gaia hypothesis and the greatest environmental thinker of our
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time, has produced an astounding new theory about future of life on Earth. He argues that the Anthropocene—the age in
which humans acquired planetary-scale technologies—is, after 300 years, coming to an end. A new age—the
Novacene—has already begun. In the Novacene, new beings will emerge from existing artificial intelligence systems. They
will think 10,000 times faster than we do and they will regard us as we now regard plants. But this will not be the cruel,
violent machine takeover of the planet imagined by science fiction. These hyperintelligent beings will be as dependent on
the health of the planet as we are. They will need the planetary cooling system of Gaia to defend them from the
increasing heat of the sun as much as we do. And Gaia depends on organic life. We will be partners in this project. It is
crucial, Lovelock argues, that the intelligence of Earth survives and prospers. He does not think there are intelligent
aliens, so we are the only beings capable of understanding the cosmos. Perhaps, he speculates, the Novacene could
even be the beginning of a process that will finally lead to intelligence suffusing the entire cosmos. At the age of 100,
James Lovelock has produced the most important and compelling work of his life.
Robots may one day rule the world, but what is a robot-ruled Earth like? Many think the first truly smart robots will be
brain emulations or ems. Scan a human brain, then run a model with the same connections on a fast computer, and you
have a robot brain, but recognizably human. Train an em to do some job and copy it a million times: an army of workers
is at your disposal. When they can be made cheaply, within perhaps a century, ems will displace humans in most jobs. In
this new economic era, the world economy may double in size every few weeks. Some say we can't know the future,
especially following such a disruptive new technology, but Professor Robin Hanson sets out to prove them wrong.
Applying decades of expertise in physics, computer science, and economics, he uses standard theories to paint a
detailed picture of a world dominated by ems. While human lives don't change greatly in the em era, em lives are as
different from ours as our lives are from those of our farmer and forager ancestors. Ems make us question common
assumptions of moral progress, because they reject many of the values we hold dear. Read about em mind speeds, body
sizes, job training and career paths, energy use and cooling infrastructure, virtual reality, aging and retirement, death and
immortality, security, wealth inequality, religion, teleportation, identity, cities, politics, law, war, status, friendship and
love. This book shows you just how strange your descendants may be, though ems are no stranger than we would
appear to our ancestors. To most ems, it seems good to be an em.
AI is radically transforming business. Are you ready? Look around you. Artificial intelligence is no longer just a futuristic
notion. It's here right now--in software that senses what we need, supply chains that "think" in real time, and robots that
respond to changes in their environment. Twenty-first-century pioneer companies are already using AI to innovate and
grow fast. The bottom line is this: Businesses that understand how to harness AI can surge ahead. Those that neglect it
will fall behind. Which side are you on? In Human + Machine, Accenture leaders Paul R. Daugherty and H. James (Jim)
Wilson show that the essence of the AI paradigm shift is the transformation of all business processes within an
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organization--whether related to breakthrough innovation, everyday customer service, or personal productivity habits. As
humans and smart machines collaborate ever more closely, work processes become more fluid and adaptive, enabling
companies to change them on the fly--or to completely reimagine them. AI is changing all the rules of how companies
operate. Based on the authors' experience and research with 1,500 organizations, the book reveals how companies are
using the new rules of AI to leap ahead on innovation and profitability, as well as what you can do to achieve similar
results. It describes six entirely new types of hybrid human + machine roles that every company must develop, and it
includes a "leader’s guide" with the five crucial principles required to become an AI-fueled business. Human + Machine
provides the missing and much-needed management playbook for success in our new age of AI. BOOK PROCEEDS FOR
THE AI GENERATION The authors' goal in publishing Human + Machine is to help executives, workers, students and
others navigate the changes that AI is making to business and the economy. They believe AI will bring innovations that
truly improve the way the world works and lives. However, AI will cause disruption, and many people will need education,
training and support to prepare for the newly created jobs. To support this need, the authors are donating the royalties
received from the sale of this book to fund education and retraining programs focused on developing fusion skills for the
age of artificial intelligence.
At what point do personalization and privacy clash? Are there limits to how personal a company can get? Who owns
personal information? To what extent should technology be constrained by social factors? In Making It Personal,
business technology and strategy expert Bruce Kasanoff offers a mission- critical briefing for anyone who wants to know
how to profit from personalization without crossing the line. Drawing from a wide array of primary sources, Kasanoff
explores the cultural, political, legal, and technological dimensions of personalization and how they play out in the
corporate environment. Making It Personal offers a unique, multidimensional perspective to a phenomenon that is
revolutionizing business and will play out in dramatic fashion in the years to come.
The Singularity Is Near
The Future of Work
Site Reliability Engineering
From Aristotle to Brain Science
Real Stories of Human-Machine Collaboration
How Connecting with Animals Can Transform Our Lives—and Save Theirs
Making It Personal
Human decisions
Despite popular forays into augmented and virtual reality in recent years, spatial computing still sits on the cusp of
mainstream use. Developers, artists, and designers looking to enter this field today have few places to turn for expert
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guidance. In this book, Erin Pangilinan, Steve Lukas, and Vasanth Mohan examine the AR and VR development pipeline
and provide hands-on practice to help you hone your skills. Through step-by-step tutorials, you’ll learn how to build
practical applications and experiences grounded in theory and backed by industry use cases. In each section of the
book, industry specialists, including Timoni West, Victor Prisacariu, and Nicolas Meuleau, join the authors to explain the
technology behind spatial computing. In three parts, this book covers: Art and design: Explore spatial computing and
design interactions, human-centered interaction and sensory design, and content creation tools for digital art Technical
development: Examine differences between ARKit, ARCore, and spatial mapping-based systems; learn approaches to
cross-platform development on head-mounted displays Use cases: Learn how data and machine learning visualization
and AI work in spatial computing, training, sports, health, and other enterprise applications
The hidden costs of artificial intelligence, from natural resources and labor to privacy and freedom What happens when
artificial intelligence saturates political life and depletes the planet? How is AI shaping our understanding of ourselves
and our societies? In this book Kate Crawford reveals how this planetary network is fueling a shift toward undemocratic
governance and increased inequality. Drawing on more than a decade of research, award-winning science, and
technology, Crawford reveals how AI is a technology of extraction: from the energy and minerals needed to build and
sustain its infrastructure, to the exploited workers behind "automated" services, to the data AI collects from us. Rather
than taking a narrow focus on code and algorithms, Crawford offers us a political and a material perspective on what it
takes to make artificial intelligence and where it goes wrong. While technical systems present a veneer of objectivity,
they are always systems of power. This is an urgent account of what is at stake as technology companies use artificial
intelligence to reshape the world.
Technology advances are making tech more . . . human. This changes everything you thought you knew about
innovation and strategy. In their groundbreaking book, Human + Machine, Accenture technology leaders Paul R.
Daugherty and H. James Wilson showed how leading organizations use the power of human-machine collaboration to
transform their processes and their bottom lines. Now, as new AI powered technologies like the metaverse, natural
language processing, and digital twins begin to rapidly impact both life and work, those companies and other pioneers
across industries are tipping the balance even more strikingly toward the human side with technology-led strategy that is
reshaping the very nature of innovation. In Radically Human, Daugherty and Wilson show this profound shift, fastforwarded by the pandemic, toward more human—and more humane—technology. Artificial intelligence is becoming less
artificial and more intelligent. Instead of data-hungry approaches to AI, innovators are pursuing data-efficient approaches
that enable machines to learn as humans do. Instead of replacing workers with machines, they're unleashing human
expertise to create human-centered AI. In place of lumbering legacy IT systems, they're building cloud-first IT
architectures able to continuously adapt to a world of billions of connected devices. And they're pursuing strategies that
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will take their place alongside classic, winning business formulas like disruptive innovation. These against-the-grain
approaches to the basic building blocks of business—Intelligence, Data, Expertise, Architecture, and Strategy (IDEAS)—are
transforming competition. Industrial giants and startups alike are drawing on this radically human IDEAS framework to
create new business models, optimize post-pandemic approaches to work and talent, rebuild trust with their
stakeholders, and show the way toward a sustainable future. With compelling insights and fresh examples from a variety
of industries, Radically Human will forever change the way you think about, practice, and win with innovation.
Two management and technology experts show that AI is not a job destroyer, exploring worker-AI collaboration in realworld work settings. This book breaks through both the hype and the doom-and-gloom surrounding automation and the
deployment of artificial intelligence-enabled—“smart”—systems at work. Management and technology experts Thomas
Davenport and Steven Miller show that, contrary to widespread predictions, prescriptions, and denunciations, AI is not
primarily a job destroyer. Rather, AI changes the way we work—by taking over some tasks but not entire jobs, freeing
people to do other, more important and more challenging work. By offering detailed, real-world case studies of AIaugmented jobs in settings that range from finance to the factory floor, Davenport and Miller also show that AI in the
workplace is not the stuff of futuristic speculation. It is happening now to many companies and workers. These cases
include a digital system for life insurance underwriting that analyzes applications and third-party data in real time,
allowing human underwriters to focus on more complex cases; an intelligent telemedicine platform with a chat-based
interface; a machine learning-system that identifies impending train maintenance issues by analyzing diesel fuel
samples; and Flippy, a robotic assistant for fast food preparation. For each one, Davenport and Miller describe in detail
the work context for the system, interviewing job incumbents, managers, and technology vendors. Short “insight”
chapters draw out common themes and consider the implications of human collaboration with smart systems.
According to Our Hearts
Rhinelander v. Rhinelander and the Law of the Multiracial Family
Robot Rights
Mere Machine to Transcendent Mind
Human + Machine
Artificial Intelligence and the Law
Radically Human
Exploring Happiness
The generation of electricity by wind energy has the potential to reduce environmental impacts caused by the use of fossil
fuels. Although the use of wind energy to generate electricity is increasing rapidly in the United States, government
guidance to help communities and developers evaluate and plan proposed wind-energy projects is lacking. Environmental
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Impacts of Wind-Energy Projects offers an analysis of the environmental benefits and drawbacks of wind energy, along with
an evaluation guide to aid decision-making about projects. It includes a case study of the mid-Atlantic highlands, a
mountainous area that spans parts of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. This book will inform policy
makers at the federal, state, and local levels.
An “intriguing, insightful” look at how algorithms and robots could lead to social unrest—and how to avoid it (The
Economist, Books of the Year). After decades of effort, researchers are finally cracking the code on artificial intelligence.
Society stands on the cusp of unprecedented change, driven by advances in robotics, machine learning, and perception
powering systems that rival or exceed human capabilities. Driverless cars, robotic helpers, and intelligent agents that
promote our interests have the potential to usher in a new age of affluence and leisure—but as AI expert and Silicon Valley
entrepreneur Jerry Kaplan warns, the transition may be protracted and brutal unless we address the two great scourges of
the modern developed world: volatile labor markets and income inequality. In Humans Need Not Apply, he proposes
innovative, free-market adjustments to our economic system and social policies to avoid an extended period of social
turmoil. His timely and accessible analysis of the promises and perils of AI is a must-read for business leaders and policy
makers on both sides of the aisle. “A reminder that AI systems don’t need red laser eyes to be dangerous.”—Times Higher
Education Supplement “Kaplan…sidesteps the usual arguments of techno-optimism and dystopia, preferring to go for
pragmatic solutions to a shrinking pool of jobs.”—Financial Times
How to Optimize Human-Machine Work Combinations Your organization has made the decision to adopt automation and
artificial intelligence technologies. Now, you face difficult and stubborn questions about how to implement that decision:
How, when, and where should we apply automation in our organization? Is it a stark choice between humans versus
machines? How do we stay on top of these technological trends as work and automation continue to evolve? Work and
human capital experts Ravin Jesuthasan and John Boudreau present leaders with a new set of tools to answer these
daunting questions. Transcending the endless debate about humans being replaced by machines, Jesuthasan and Boudreau
show how smart leaders instead are optimizing human-automation combinations that are not only more efficient but also
generate higher returns on improved performance. Based on groundbreaking primary research, Reinventing Jobs provides
an original, structured approach of four distinct steps--deconstruct, optimize, automate, and reconfigure--to help leaders
reinvent how work gets bundled into jobs and create optimal human-machine combinations. Jesuthasan and Boudreau show
leaders how to continuously reexamine what a job really is, and they provide the tools for identifying the pivotal
performance value of tasks within jobs and how these tasks should be reconstructed into new, more optimal combinations.
With numerous examples and practical advice for applying the four-step process, Reinventing Jobs gives leaders a more
precise, planful, and actionable way to decide how, when, and where to apply and optimize work automation.
Cutting through the hype, a practical guide to using artificial intelligence for business benefits and competitive advantage.
In The AI Advantage, Thomas Davenport offers a guide to using artificial intelligence in business. He describes what
technologies are available and how companies can use them for business benefits and competitive advantage. He cuts
through the hype of the AI craze—remember when it seemed plausible that IBM's Watson could cure cancer?—to explain
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how businesses can put artificial intelligence to work now, in the real world. His key recommendation: don't go for the
“moonshot” (curing cancer, or synthesizing all investment knowledge); look for the “low-hanging fruit” to make your
company more efficient. Davenport explains that the business value AI offers is solid rather than sexy or splashy. AI will
improve products and processes and make decisions better informed—important but largely invisible tasks. AI technologies
won't replace human workers but augment their capabilities, with smart machines to work alongside smart people. AI can
automate structured and repetitive work; provide extensive analysis of data through machine learning (“analytics on
steroids”), and engage with customers and employees via chatbots and intelligent agents. Companies should experiment
with these technologies and develop their own expertise. Davenport describes the major AI technologies and explains how
they are being used, reports on the AI work done by large commercial enterprises like Amazon and Google, and outlines
strategies and steps to becoming a cognitive corporation. This book provides an invaluable guide to the real-world future of
business AI. A book in the Management on the Cutting Edge series, published in cooperation with MIT Sloan Management
Review.
Robots, AI, and Automation
Paths, Dangers, Strategies
Green to Gold
Work, Love, and Life when Robots Rule the Earth
The Wim Hof Method
The Age of Em
The Coming Age of Hyperintelligence
Rise of the Robots
An invigorating, thought-provoking, and positive look at the rise of automation that explores how professionals across industries can find
sustainable careers in the near future. Nearly half of all working Americans could risk losing their jobs because of technology. It’s not only
blue-collar jobs at stake. Millions of educated knowledge workers—writers, paralegals, assistants, medical technicians—are threatened by
accelerating advances in artificial intelligence. The industrial revolution shifted workers from farms to factories. In the first era of
automation, machines relieved humans of manually exhausting work. Today, Era Two of automation continues to wash across the entire
services-based economy that has replaced jobs in agriculture and manufacturing. Era Three, and the rise of AI, is dawning. Smart
computers are demonstrating they are capable of making better decisions than humans. Brilliant technologies can now decide, learn,
predict, and even comprehend much faster and more accurately than the human brain, and their progress is accelerating. Where will this
leave lawyers, nurses, teachers, and editors? In Only Humans Need Apply, Thomas Hayes Davenport and Julia Kirby reframe the
conversation about automation, arguing that the future of increased productivity and business success isn’t either human or machine. It’s
both. The key is augmentation, utilizing technology to help humans work better, smarter, and faster. Instead of viewing these machines
as competitive interlopers, we can see them as partners and collaborators in creative problem solving as we move into the next era. The
choice is ours.
Looking for ways to handle the transition to a digital economy Robots, artificial intelligence, and driverless cars are no longer things of the
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distant future. They are with us today and will become increasingly common in coming years, along with virtual reality and digital
personal assistants. As these tools advance deeper into everyday use, they raise the question—how will they transform society, the
economy, and politics? If companies need fewer workers due to automation and robotics, what happens to those who once held those
jobs and don't have the skills for new jobs? And since many social benefits are delivered through jobs, how are people outside the
workforce for a lengthy period of time going to earn a living and get health care and social benefits? Looking past today's headlines,
political scientist and cultural observer Darrell M. West argues that society needs to rethink the concept of jobs, reconfigure the social
contract, move toward a system of lifetime learning, and develop a new kind of politics that can deal with economic dislocations. With the
U.S. governance system in shambles because of political polarization and hyper-partisanship, dealing creatively with the transition to a
fully digital economy will vex political leaders and complicate the adoption of remedies that could ease the transition pain. It is imperative
that we make major adjustments in how we think about work and the social contract in order to prevent society from spiraling out of
control. This book presents a number of proposals to help people deal with the transition from an industrial to a digital economy. We must
broaden the concept of employment to include volunteering and parenting and pay greater attention to the opportunities for leisure time.
New forms of identity will be possible when the "job" no longer defines people's sense of personal meaning, and they engage in a broader
range of activities. Workers will need help throughout their lifetimes to acquire new skills and develop new job capabilities. Political
reforms will be necessary to reduce polarization and restore civility so there can be open and healthy debate about where responsibility
lies for economic well-being. This book is an important contribution to a discussion about tomorrow—one that needs to take place today.
Are AI robots and computers really going to take over the world? Artificial intelligence (AI) guru Steve Shwartz has grown frustrated with
the fear-inducing hype around AI in popular culture and media. Yes, today’s AI systems are miracles of modern engineering, but no,
humans do not have to fear robots seizing control or taking over all our jobs. In this exploration of the fascinating and ever-changing
landscape of AI, Shwartz separates the facts from the tropes of apocalyptic science fiction. This captivating book explains • how AI really
works in simple terms and why it cannot evolve into the AI of science fiction lore; • the groundbreaking AI technologies that do exist,
including facial recognition, self-driving cars, machine translation, deepfakes, and many others; • the crucial areas where we will need to
adopt new laws and policies in order to counter threats to our safety and personal freedoms resulting from the widespread use of AI. So
although we don’t have to worry about evil robots rising to power and turning us into pets—and we probably never will—artificial
intelligence is here to stay, and we must learn to separate fact from fiction and embrace how this amazing technology enhances our
world.
Staying true to his trademark journalistic approach, Andrés Oppenheimer takes his readers on yet another journey, this time across the
globe, in a thought-provoking search to understand what the future holds for today's jobs in the foreseeable age of automation. The
Robots Are Coming! centers around the issue of jobs and their future in the context of rapid automation and the growth of online products
and services. As two of Oppenheimer's interviewees -- both experts in technology and economics from Oxford University -- indicate, fortyseven percent of existing jobs are at risk of becoming automated or rendered obsolete by other technological changes in the next twenty
years. Oppenheimer examines current changes in several fields, including the food business, legal work, banking, and medicine, speaking
with experts in the field, and citing articles and literature on automation in various areas of the workforce. He contrasts the perspectives
of "techno-optimists" with those of "techno-negativists" and generally attempts to find a middle ground between an alarmist vision of the
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future, and one that is too uncritical. A self-described "cautious optimist", Oppenheimer believes that technology will not create massive
unemployment, but rather will drastically change what work looks like.
Reinventing Jobs
How to Put the Artificial Intelligence Revolution to Work
Creating Augmented and Virtual Realities
Reimagining Work in the Age of AI
Humans Need Not Apply
Startup
Working with AI
Environmental Impacts of Wind-Energy Projects

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The only definitive book authored by Wim Hof on his
powerful method for realizing our physical and spiritual potential. “This method is very
simple, very accessible, and endorsed by science. Anybody can do it, and there is no
dogma, only acceptance. Only freedom.” —Wim Hof Wim Hof has a message for each of us:
“You can literally do the impossible. You can overcome disease, improve your mental
health and physical performance, and even control your physiology so you can thrive in
any stressful situation.” With The Wim Hof Method, this trailblazer of human potential
shares a method that anyone can use—young or old, sick or healthy—to supercharge their
capacity for strength, vitality, and happiness. Wim has become known as “The Iceman” for
his astounding physical feats, such as spending hours in freezing water and running
barefoot marathons over deserts and ice fields. Yet his most remarkable achievement is
not any record-breaking performance—it is the creation of a method that thousands of
people have used to transform their lives. In his gripping and passionate style, Wim
shares his method and his story, including: • Breath—Wim’s unique practices to change
your body chemistry, infuse yourself with energy, and focus your mind • Cold—Safe,
controlled, shock-free practices for using cold exposure to enhance your cardiovascular
system and awaken your body’s untapped strength • Mindset—Build your willpower, inner
clarity, sensory awareness, and innate joyfulness in the miracle of living • Science—How
users of this method have redefined what is medically possible in study after study •
Health—True stories and testimonials from people using the method to overcome disease and
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chronic illness • Performance—Increase your endurance, improve recovery time, up your
mental game, and more • Wim’s Story—Follow Wim’s inspiring personal journey of discovery,
tragedy, and triumph • Spiritual Awakening—How breath, cold, and mindset can reveal the
beauty of your soul Wim Hof is a man on a mission: to transform the way we live by
reminding us of our true power and purpose. “This is how we will change the world, one
soul at a time,” Wim says. “We alter the collective consciousness by awakening to our own
boundless potential. We are limited only by the depth of our imagination and the strength
of our conviction.” If you’re ready to explore and exceed the limits of your own
potential, The Wim Hof Method is waiting for you.
The author offers an insider's account of the cutthroat entrepreneurial environment of
Silicon Valley, detailing his struggle to start up a computer company, put together a
team of software designers, and bring to market his unique product
The overwhelming majority of a software system’s lifespan is spent in use, not in design
or implementation. So, why does conventional wisdom insist that software engineers focus
primarily on the design and development of large-scale computing systems? In this
collection of essays and articles, key members of Google’s Site Reliability Team explain
how and why their commitment to the entire lifecycle has enabled the company to
successfully build, deploy, monitor, and maintain some of the largest software systems in
the world. You’ll learn the principles and practices that enable Google engineers to make
systems more scalable, reliable, and efficient—lessons directly applicable to your
organization. This book is divided into four sections: Introduction—Learn what site
reliability engineering is and why it differs from conventional IT industry practices
Principles—Examine the patterns, behaviors, and areas of concern that influence the work
of a site reliability engineer (SRE) Practices—Understand the theory and practice of an
SRE’s day-to-day work: building and operating large distributed computing systems
Management—Explore Google's best practices for training, communication, and meetings that
your organization can use
Over the coming decades, Artificial Intelligence will profoundly impact the way we live,
work, wage war, play, seek a mate, educate our young, and care for our elderly. It is
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likely to greatly increase our aggregate wealth, but it will also upend our labor
markets, reshuffle our social order, and strain our private and public institutions.
Eventually it may alter how we see our place in the universe, as machines pursue goals
independent of their creators and outperform us in domains previously believed to be the
sole dominion of humans. Whether we regard them as conscious or unwitting, revere them as
a new form of life or dismiss them as mere clever appliances, is beside the point. They
are likely to play an increasingly critical and intimate role in many aspects of our
lives. The emergence of systems capable of independent reasoning and action raises
serious questions about just whose interests they are permitted to serve, and what limits
our society should place on their creation and use. Deep ethical questions that have
bedeviled philosophers for ages will suddenly arrive on the steps of our courthouses. Can
a machine be held accountable for its actions? Should intelligent systems enjoy
independent rights and responsibilities, or are they simple property? Who should be held
responsible when a self-driving car kills a pedestrian? Can your personal robot hold your
place in line, or be compelled to testify against you? If it turns out to be possible to
upload your mind into a machine, is that still you? The answers may surprise you.
The Great Game of Life
Democracy and the Armed Society
A Silicon Valley Adventure
A 4-Step Approach for Applying Automation to Work
How Google Runs Production Systems
How Smart Companies Use Environmental Strategy to Innovate, Create Value, and Build
Competitive Advantage
A Guide to Wealth and Work in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
A Guide to Wealth & Work in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
Possibly the most emotionally charged debate taking place in the United States today centers on the Second
Amendment of the Constitution and the rights of citizens to bear arms. In the wake of the Sandy Hook school massacre
in Connecticut, the gun rights movement headed by the National Rifle Association appears more intractable than ever in
its fight against gun control laws. The core argument of Second Amendment advocates is that the proliferation of firearms
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is essential to maintaining freedom in America, providing private citizens with a defense against possible government
tyranny, and safeguarding all our other rights. But is this argument valid? Do guns indeed make us free? Firmin
DeBrabrander examines claims offered in favor of unchecked gun ownership in this insightful and eye-opening analysis,
the first philosophical examination of every aspect of a contentious, uniquely American debate. By exposing the
contradictions and misinterpretations prevalent in the case presented by gun rights supporters, this provocative volume
concludes that an armed society is not a free society but one that ultimately discourages and, in fact, actively hinders
democratic participation.
An exploration of how design might be led by marginalized communities, dismantle structural inequality, and advance
collective liberation and ecological survival. What is the relationship between design, power, and social justice? “Design
justice” is an approach to design that is led by marginalized communities and that aims expilcitly to challenge, rather than
reproduce, structural inequalities. It has emerged from a growing community of designers in various fields who work
closely with social movements and community-based organizations around the world. This book explores the theory and
practice of design justice, demonstrates how universalist design principles and practices erase certain groups of
people—specifically, those who are intersectionally disadvantaged or multiply burdened under the matrix of domination
(white supremacist heteropatriarchy, ableism, capitalism, and settler colonialism)—and invites readers to “build a better
world, a world where many worlds fit; linked worlds of collective liberation and ecological sustainability.” Along the way,
the book documents a multitude of real-world community-led design practices, each grounded in a particular social
movement. Design Justice goes beyond recent calls for design for good, user-centered design, and employment diversity
in the technology and design professions; it connects design to larger struggles for collective liberation and ecological
survival.
“A concise, insightful and sophisticated guide to maintaining humane values in an age of new machines.”—The New York
Times Book Review “While we need to rewrite the rules of the twenty-first-century economy, Kevin’s book is a great look
at how people can do this on a personal level to always put humanity first.”—Andrew Yang You are being automated.
After decades of hype and sci-fi fantasies, artificial intelligence is leaping out of research labs and into the center of our
lives. Automation doesn’t just threaten our jobs. It shapes our entire human experience, with AI and algorithms
influencing the TV shows we watch, the music we listen to, the beliefs we hold, and the relationships we form. And while
the age-old debate over whether automation will destroy jobs rages on, an even more important question is being
ignored: How can we be happy, successful humans in a world that is increasingly built by and for machines? In
Futureproof: 9 Rules for Humans in the Age of Automation, New York Times technology columnist Kevin Roose lays out
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a hopeful, pragmatic vision for how we can thrive in the age of AI and automation. He shares the secrets of people and
organizations that have survived previous waves of technological change, and explains what skills are necessary to stay
ahead of today’s intelligent machines, with lessons like • Be surprising, social, and scarce. • Resist machine drift. •
Leave handprints. • Demote your devices. • Treat AI like a chimp army. Roose rejects the conventional wisdom that in
order to succeed in the AI age, we have to become more like machines ourselves—hyper-efficient, data-driven
workhorses. Instead, he says, we should focus on being more human, and doing the kinds of creative, inspiring, and
meaningful things even the most advanced robots can’t do.
The New York Times-bestselling guide to how automation is changing the economy, undermining work, and reshaping
our lives Winner of Best Business Book of the Year awards from the Financial Times and from Forbes "Lucid,
comprehensive, and unafraid...;an indispensable contribution to a long-running argument."--Los Angeles Times What are
the jobs of the future? How many will there be? And who will have them? As technology continues to accelerate and
machines begin taking care of themselves, fewer people will be necessary. Artificial intelligence is already well on its way
to making "good jobs" obsolete: many paralegals, journalists, office workers, and even computer programmers are
poised to be replaced by robots and smart software. As progress continues, blue and white collar jobs alike will
evaporate, squeezing working- and middle-class families ever further. At the same time, households are under assault
from exploding costs, especially from the two major industries-education and health care-that, so far, have not been
transformed by information technology. The result could well be massive unemployment and inequality as well as the
implosion of the consumer economy itself. The past solutions to technological disruption, especially more training and
education, aren't going to work. We must decide, now, whether the future will see broad-based prosperity or catastrophic
levels of inequality and economic insecurity. Rise of the Robots is essential reading to understand what accelerating
technology means for our economic prospects-not to mention those of our children-as well as for society as a whole.
thoughts on AI
What High Achievers Know That Brilliant Machines Never Will
The Truth About AI and the Future of Humanity
Design Justice
Principles and Patterns for Non-Intrusive Design
Cybernetics And Society
Anywhere Working and the Future of Work
The Atlas of AI
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Moravec predicts a near-future in which robots will not only attain human levels of intelligence, they will also
first displace human workers and then completely supplant humanity.
“A book that offers hope.” —The New York Times Book Review “A wondrous tapestry.” —Carl Safina, author of
Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel Audubon Medal winner Richard Louv’s landmark book Last Child
in the Woods inspired an international movement to connect children and nature. Now he redefines the future
of human-animal coexistence. In Our Wild Calling, Louv interviews researchers, theologians, wildlife experts,
indigenous healers, psychologists, and others to show how people are connecting with animals in ancient and
new ways, and how this serves as an antidote to the growing epidemic of human loneliness; how dogs can
teach children ethical behavior; how animal-assisted therapy may yet transform the mental health field; and
what role the human-animal relationship plays in our spiritual health. He reports on wildlife relocation and on
how the growing populations of wild species in urban areas are blurring the lines between domestic and wild
animals. Our Wild Calling makes the case for protecting, promoting, and creating a sustainable and shared
habitat for all creatures—not out of fear, but out of love. Includes a new interview with the author, discussion
questions, and a resource guide.
“Startling in scope and bravado.” —Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Artfully envisions a breathtakingly
better world.” —Los Angeles Times “Elaborate, smart and persuasive.” —The Boston Globe “A pleasure to
read.” —The Wall Street Journal One of CBS News’s Best Fall Books of 2005 • Among St Louis Post-Dispatch’s
Best Nonfiction Books of 2005 • One of Amazon.com’s Best Science Books of 2005 A radical and optimistic
view of the future course of human development from the bestselling author of How to Create a Mind and The
Singularity is Nearer who Bill Gates calls “the best person I know at predicting the future of artificial
intelligence” For over three decades, Ray Kurzweil has been one of the most respected and provocative
advocates of the role of technology in our future. In his classic The Age of Spiritual Machines, he argued that
computers would soon rival the full range of human intelligence at its best. Now he examines the next step in
this inexorable evolutionary process: the union of human and machine, in which the knowledge and skills
embedded in our brains will be combined with the vastly greater capacity, speed, and knowledge-sharing ability
of our creations.
While the current workforce has pushed for the capability to work from home, it has been the natural disasters
and pandemics that have emerged across the globe this past year that have pushed the matter to the forefront
of conversation. More companies are seeing the benefits of having a workforce that can maintain business
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processes and keep organizations running from anywhere. Advances in technology continue to improve online
collaboration tools and co-working centers, making working from anywhere a possibility. Anywhere Working
and the Future of Work is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on the current state of
teleworking/telecommuting and how it can be used to achieve competitive advantage. While highlighting topics
such as digital workforce, mobile technology, and accessibility, the book examines the trends, issues, and
limitations that are informing the future of anywhere working. This publication also explores remote
management practices as well as potential challenges such as increasing business automation applications
that may require navigation in the future of work. This book is ideally designed for business professionals,
managers, executives, government agencies, policymakers, academicians, researchers, and students.
Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other Animals
Only Humans Need Apply
Activate Your Full Human Potential
Superintelligence
Community-Led Practices to Build the Worlds We Need
The Reasonable Robot
The Human Use Of Human Beings
Futureproof
An insightful, engaging tour by a noted Silicon Valley insider of how accelerating developments in Artificial Intelligence will transform the way we live
and work Selected as one of the 10 best science and technology books of 2015 by The Economist After billions of dollars and fifty years of effort,
researchers are finally cracking the code on artificial intelligence. As society stands on the cusp of unprecedented change, Jerry Kaplan unpacks the
latest advances in robotics, machine learning, and perception powering systems that rival or exceed human capabilities. Driverless cars, robotic helpers,
and intelligent agents that promote our interests have the potential to usher in a new age of affluence and leisure -- but as Kaplan warns, the transition
may be protracted and brutal unless we address the two great scourges of the modern developed world: volatile labor markets and income inequality. He
proposes innovative, free-market adjustments to our economic system and social policies to avoid an extended period of social turmoil. His timely and
accessible analysis of the promise and perils of artificial intelligence is a must-read for business leaders and policy makers on both sides of the aisle.
It's easy to imagine a nightmare scenario in which computers simply take over most of the tasks that people now get paid to do. The unavoidable
question—will millions of people lose out, unable to best the machine?—is increasingly dominating business, education, economics, and policy. The
bestselling author of Talent Is Overrated explains how the skills and economy values are changing in historic ways and offers a guide to what's next for
all workers. Mastering technical skills that have historically been in demand no longer differentiates us as it used to. Instead, our greatest advantage
lies in our deepest, most essentially human abilities—empathy, creativity, social sensitivity, storytelling, humor, relationship building, and expressing
ourselves with greater power than logic can ever achieve. These high-value skills craete tremendous competitive advantage—more devoted customers,
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stronger cultures, breakthrough ideas, and more effective teams. And while many of us regard these abilities as innate traits, it turns out they can all be
developed. As Colvin shows, they're already being developed in a range of farsighted organizations, including the Cleveland Clinic, the U.S. Army, and
Stanford Business School.
Humans Need Not ApplyA Guide to Wealth & Work in the Age of Artificial IntelligenceYale University Press
Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other Animals: The Great Game of Life examines human nature and the influence of evolution, genetics,
chemistry, nurture, and the sociopolitical environment as a way of understanding how and why humans behave in aggressive and dominant ways. The
book walks us through aggression in other social species, compares and contrasts human behavior to other animals, and then explores specific human
behaviors like bullying, abuse, territoriality murder, and war. The book examines both individual and group aggression in different environments
including work, school, and the home. It explores common stressors triggering aggressive behaviors, and how individual personalities can be
vulnerable to, or resistant to, these stressors. The book closes with an exploration of the cumulative impact of human aggression and dominance on the
natural world. Reviews the influence of evolution, genetics, biochemistry, and nurture on aggression Explores aggression in multiple species, including
insects, fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals Compares human and animal aggressive and dominant behavior Examines bullying, abuse, territoriality,
murder, and war Includes nonaggressive behavior in displays of respect and tolerance Highlights aggression triggers from drugs to stress Discusses
individual and group behavior, including organizations and nations Probes dominance and aggression in religion and politics Translates the impact of
human behavior over time on the natural world
Robot
The Robots Are Coming!
9 Rules for Humans in the Age of Automation
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